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Best Options Trading Research According To Trader
Reviews
Peter Stolcers January 06, 2015

Options traders and day traders have rated OneOption, LLC as the best source for options research. The
automated options trading system has a proven track record and it generates accurate buy and sell signals
for indices, ETFs, commodities and stocks.

(Newswire.net -- January 7, 2015)  -- OneOption, LLC has been providing quality options trading research since 2006.
Since being added to Investimonials in 2011, the company has consistently received excellent reviews. It is rated #4
out of 10,500 products, it has the highest rating for any options research and it has been rated the #1 financial blog.

OneOption, LLC believes that Investimonials is a credible source of information since traders are required to register
with the website and they can only review and rate each product once. Furthermore, new comments are monitored by
Investimonials to prevent “stuffing”.

OneOption, LLC launched its proprietary trading system in May 2013 and every trade can be viewed on the website.
The system has beaten a buy-and-hold strategy for more than 80% of the stocks in its database by an average margin
of 35%. The daily market forecast is influenced by the trading signals for major ETFs like SPY, DIA and QQQ.
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Trade signals are delivered to subscribers through the website, the trading platform, the mobile application, e-mail and
text. The OneOption, LLC trading system generates new signals one hour after the open and subscribers determine
the best strategy. Options traders buy puts and calls and day traders buy and sell short stock. Active investors use the
signals to buy stock and to sell stock short in their portfolios. Online trades can be automated through the platform.

Every trade signal for every stock and ETF can be viewed using the interactive chart on the website. Prospective
clients can see the number of winning trades, the number of losing trades, the dollar gain for the system, the
percentage gain for the system and the comparison to a buy-and-hold strategy. The company believes that complete
transparency gives traders the information they need to sign up.

OneOption, LLC also provides free options trading education through its blog. Visitors can search the archives for
relevant articles. Free trading webinars are also hosted through the website every other week. They contain market
analysis and at least four new trades.

OneOption, LLC takes pride in its research and the trader reviews found on Investimonials are the ultimate
compliment.
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